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Résumé - 
Létude des taux d'inrérêr et des niveaux d'endertement s'est suttout

pofrée sur les relarions enrre l'évolution macroéconomique du secteur agricole et

i'influ.n.. des taux d'intérêt sur les prix des produits er les valeurs foncières.

Leffet des taux d'intérêc a éré cependant omis dans la plupart des analyses anré-

rieures de l'offre er de la demande. Cette omission est due en Paftie à I'importance

des coûts d'ajustemenrs à courr rerme du crédit par raPPorr aux auttes facteurs de

production.

Néanmoins, exclure le crédit de I'analyse de I'offre et de [a demande peut fausser

les résultats, et ne permet pas de mesurer l'effer des raux d'intérêts sur les

jemandes de fa6eurs. Les relations enrre la demande de crédit (d'exploiration er à

long terme) et les demandes de facteurs agricoles onr été évaluées pour les régrons

les"plus agricoles des États-Unis Par un sysrème d'équations aux différences dans

un modèle d'ajustement partiel.

on montre qu'un déséquilibre du marché du crédir a des répercussions ma;eures

sur les demandes de faiteurs variables. Lexcès de demande d'endertement à long

rerme rend à diminuer les demandes de facteurs variables et de crédits d'exploita-

rion. Les déséquilibres sur les marchés des facteurs quasi-fixes (che.ptel, foncieq

équipement) onr par conrre une influence négligeable sur la demande de facteurs

variables.

di facteurs variables et

ua du coûr du crédit à

5. e les taux d'inrérêts

le

Summarl - Relationships betu'een the de and long term)
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I cnrcurruna has become one of rhe more capital-intensive sec-

-/l,ron of the US economy and has also become increasingly depen-

dent on debt financing. Nationally, farm debt rose an avera.ge of more
than 10 % per year during the 1970's, due partially to low and some-
times negative real interest rates (Choat and Plaxico, 1987). In the
1980's real interest rates rose to record levels. As a result, the cost of
borrowing funds has become one of the single most important factors
affecting farmer incomes (Thompson, 1988). Not only did interest pay-
ments increase from $3.4 billion in 1970 to $21 billion in 1984 (or rn
1982 dollars, from $8.1billion in 1970 to $19.5 billion in 1984), bur
the increasing real interesc rate, as the opportuniry cosr of capiral,
became an increasingly important determinant of the value of invesr-
ments such as land and the change in investments. For insrance, rhe
increase in real interest rates was likely one of the major factors causing
land prices to fall throughout the 1980's. Furthermore, rhe increased
variability in interest rates added another source o[ riskiness to farm
income and investment, likely reducing the optimal debr load of indi-
vidual farmers (Thompson, 1988).

At rhe individual farm level, the impacts from changes in rhe inter-
est rate on farm profitabiliry became painfully obvious in the early
1980's. A common reacrion by governmenrs was to offer interest rebates.
For example, the Farmers Home Administratron (FmHA) provides pro-
grams in which borrowers are charged subsidized inrerest rates and their
regular conrracr rates, while not subsidized direcrly, are below comperi-
tive market rates for financing farm businesses. Critics of this govern-
ment action have argued that the short-rerm benefits of subsrdized inrer-
est rates are eventually capiralized inro asser prices, l.e. causing higher
land (and other input) prices, and thus actually creare a barrier ro enrry
into farming in the long run. This hypothesis maintains that interesr
rebates or subsidies increase the demand for agricultural inpurs by
increasing the demand for the complementary input, debr. The hypoth-
esis of complemenrarity is based on rhe observation that credit is used ro
purchase other inputs, not replace them.

Although there has been an increasing level of academic interest in
the effect of farm debt and agricultural interest rares on the agricultural
economy, a Iargely neglected area in agriculrural finance is the srudy of
the demand for farm credit and its relarionship to orher inputs. \X/hile
much of agricultural economic research focuses on providing demand
and supply elasticiries for agricultural inpurs and outpurs (e.g. Lopez,
1980 and Moschini, 1989),farm debt has not been included as an inpur
to the production process. The rationale for including credit as an inpur
to the production organization of the firm was provided by Baker in
1968. The essence of Baker's argumenr is thar credit rs an imporranr
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source of liquidity, and since liquidity has value, borrowing generates a

cost from loss of liquidity as well as from interest charges on loans. Since

previous work on supply/demand relationships neglected credit as an

input variable, the results of these studies may be biased, given that an

important variable, credit, was ignored. Ignoring farm debt in produc-

cion studies may be excluding some very important informarion, since

the cost of servicing debt often exceeds the cost of other production
inputs. For example, in Iowa in 1989, interesr payments (including both

term and operating interest) represented ll % of total production

expenses. This study attempts to resolve the previous neglect of credit

by estimating the demand for both operating and term credit and the

interrelationships wirh other inputs.

The objective of this study is to evaluate the relationships between

the demand for debt (both shorr-term and long-term debt) and the

demand for other inputs in agriculture. This study urilizes a dual cost

function approach to estimare output compensated demand elasticities

for produciion inputs as well as the intangible inputs of operacing.and

-origug. credit. The dynamic behaviour of long-term debt will be

invesiigated using a partial adiustment or disequilibrium model. In the

disequilibrium mode1, rhe movemenr of variables to their equilibrium
values is approximated by a system of difference equations in a partial

adjustmeni framework. This study focuses on the five US cornbelt

states: Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, ohio, and Indiana. These states are cho-

sen due to their close proximiry and apparenr homogeneity in the agri-

cultural sector.

MODELLING THE DEMAND FOR CREDIT

Baker (1968) provided the rarionale for including credit as an input

ro the producrion organization of rhe firm. His argument is.based on the

effects of liquidity vàlue, in the form of credit, on the produc.tion orga-

nization of itt. fiim. Baker poinrs our rhar credit, defined as borrowing

capacity, constirutes an impôrrant source of liq-uidity..Since liquidity has

u.lu., Éorro*ing generatei u .ort from loss of liquidity as well as from

interest churges on loans. Hence, Baker argues that credit is an asset

which can bé managed and which has important implications for the

production organization of the firm.

Since the use of credit constirures both a loss of liquidity and a tan-

gible interesr cosr, ir is assumed that farmers would only borrow when

Ih.y ur. liquidity constrained in order ro purchase other inputs. In other

*oidr, theie is no ualue in borrowing merely for rhe sake of borrowing.

The demand for credit (debt), D, is thus a derived demand conditional

on the demand for all other inputs and output supply, D = D(X(P,r,Y)),

where X(P,rY) is a vector of Hicksian (constant-ourput) factor demand
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functions expressed in terms of input prices, P, the interest rate or the
price of debt, r, and output levels, Y.

Since it is assumed that credit is utilized to purchase other inputs,
not replace them, the relationship between the two is believed to be

generally complementary. It is likely that as interest rates, r, rise, the
demand for other inputs will decline causing a decline in the demand for
credit. Baker states that as interest rates rise, it is expected that farmers
reduce farm inputs until the marginal value product of the input equals
the cost of the input plus the cost of credit. Likewise, if input prices, P,
rise, input demand would decrease resulting in a decrease in the demand
for credit. However, while a complementary relationship may generally
be expected between credit and farm inputs, it may not exist between
different types of credit and specific inputs.

The model used to derive the demand for credit and the demand for
other inputs is based on the dual cost funcrion, defined as the sum of the
input prices, multiplied by rhe regrecrive ourpur compensated demands
for each of the n inputs C(P,Y) = !,P,X,(P,Y). A nonhomorhetic mulri-
product translog funcrion exhibiring nonneurral technical change rs

assumed for rhe indirecr cosr funcri n C(P,YÊ.Ir is of the form(/).

lnC = c^o*îaitr(PilP,t) *L,a,,lnY,+ d,,,' 
t I t- l ) )

tf8
- ;L,L,Y,,lnt P, tP,,) /n( P,tP,,)

r= r J= t

. L7,,7,,r,J'",tnY, + )T,,r'* L,,

r 
i,g,,ln(P,/P,,)T 

* 
1,,0,/nY,, 

* l,

ô

L a,,loY,,lr(P,tP,,)

6 rs, (1)

\7here

ln = natural logarirhm;

C = total cost or toral production expenses;
p = price index of nine inputs (P, = feed price, P, = operaring

credit interest rate, PJ = wage rate, Pn = crop input pricè, Pl = feeder

r// A non-homochetic cost function is more general rhan a homorhetic func-
tion. Wirh a homotheric rranslog cost funcrion, expansion paths are assumed
linear, meaning changes in the scale of production do nor affecr factor shares The
implication of this is rhat all changes in faccor shares are artributed to substirutron
and/or factor augmenring technical change. If the production technology is not
homorhetic, however, a risk of overestimating the effecr o[ factor substiturion or,
more likely, technical change exists because the rime trend variable used as a
proxy for rechnical change is generally posirively correlated wich oucput levels.
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livescock price, Pr, = long term interest rate, Pt = Iand value, Pn =

machinery price, and Po = price index of other inputs);

Y, = quantity index for twooutputs (Y, = crops andY,= livestock);

7 = time trend;

So, = drmmy variables for four of the five cornbelt states (S, = Jlli-
nois, S, = Indiana, SJ = Iowa, and S, = Missouri).

.ai, dt, u,, Tij, Tyr, T,,, Fr,, F,, 0r,' and 6s, ale coefficients to be

estlmated.

The above cost function (1) is continuous with respect to input prices

and is nondecreasing in input prices and output, as required by the reg-

ularity conditions. In addition, the cost function must be at least quasr-

concave in input prices which requires the function to be twice differen-
tiable. Accordrng to Young's theorem, this implies rhat the second cross

partial derivatives must be equal, which can be imposed on (1) through

ihe restrictio!t: Tij = Ti,?nd.Tr, = T,,for all i. j, 7 and z. Finally, in order

for the cost function t'o be h6mogeâeous of degree one in input prices,

the following restrictions must hold:

99919

l,o,=',7,r,, = |,rt, = 
7F,, 

= L,1i, -- o Q)

More specifically, the above restrictions result in the following spec-

ifications:

dq=l -(d,+"'+ ûs)

T,'t = | - (Tit * "' *Tis)'for i = 1'"''9'

Ft, = r - (F:t *"'* Ftt),for 7 = ç' 1

Ar'='-(Fi'* "'F'')

The cost-minimizing input demand equations are derived through
logarithmrcal differentiation of the cost function (1) with respect to

input prices (employ Shephard's Lemma which along with Young's theo-

r.m airo holds for interest rates and the derived demand for debt) to
obtain the cost share equations:

for i = 1,...n and where I P ixi -- C.

àlnC _Pi .àC _P,x, =CS
àlrP, C àP, C t

r02
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FARM OPERATING AND TERM CREDIT DEMAND

The eight long run equilibrium cost share equations to be estimated
are of the form:

CS.=d, + lPo) + 
l,.,Br,loY,

+ B,,T

8

2 Y,,lntP ,
i=t

4,s 6os o i = I,2...8 (4)

not estimated
the parameter

Iong run equi-

The ninth cost share equation, for "other" inputs, is

directly due to singularity, but it can be retrieved from
restrictions provided by (2).

The price elasticities for the inputs assumed ro be in
Iibrium are calculated as:

eij =
Tit + CS,CSt

Tii + CS?- CSi
t. =tl

CS
(6)

i = 1,...,n
cs

In the above static model, variables adjust instantaneously to equilib-
rium values. Dynamic models, on the other hand, allow for an adjust-
ment period or for a partial movemenr roward rhe equilibrium value
rather than forcing a complete and total adjustment. The racionale for
allowing an adjustmenr period lies in the existence of unobserved costs
associated with rhe adjustmenr of inputs and ourputs.

Nadiri and Rosen (196Y have poinred our rhar the quanrity of phys-
rcal capital cannot be rapidly adjusred without incurring significanr eco-
nomic adjustment cosrs. Furthermore, due ro unique adjustment consid-
erations, different factors will adjusc at different rares. For example, it is
expected that land will adjust more slowly than rhe stock of seed or fer-
tilizer due to the nature of each input. Not only is land generally a

much larger expense, but there are also location, size, and qualty con-
straints to consider. Tsrgas and Hertel add that these adjustmenr costs
may be external or internal to rhe firm. External adjustment costs are
separable from the production process. Internal adjustment costs arise
from a reduction in productivity which occurs when capital stocks are
changed.

A variety of methods for incorporating dynamics into an empirical
system exists. Berndt, Morrison, and $Tarkins (1981) classify dynamic
models by dividing them inro three "generations". First generation

r03

i,j = 1,...,n, but itj
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models are essentially single-equation models incorporati ng an ad boc

dynamic specitcation or the basic partial adjustment framework. Eco-

nomic theory in general is virtually ignored in the dynamic specification
of first generation models, and since they are primarily single-equation
models, there exists no interaction with other inputs. Second generation

models are more general in that they incorporate interaction with other

inputs in the short run, but rhe role of economic theory is still limited
in determining the rime path of adiustment from short to long run.

Third generation models, on the other hand, not only yreld interrelated

factor demands, but also provide well-defined measures of short, inter-
mediate, and long-run price elasticities by explicitly incorporating
dynamic optimization.

Tsigas and Hertel (1989) argue that the value function approach is

The sratic model is modified ro accounr for rhe non-insranraneous

adjustment of the quasi-fixed inputs using the following Partial adiust-

ment model:

c.t/ - cs/_r = M(csi - cs/ r)

where CS* is the vecror of fully adjusted levels of CS (the vecror of z cost

share dependent variables) and M is an nxn matrix of consrant adjust-

nl.n, .oèffi.ients, which determine the adiustment rate of CS towards

irs fullv adiusted level. The change in actual cost shares between periods

is thus'assumed to be proportionil to the desired change.

Rearranging equation (7) to solve for CS, results in:

CSt = M.CSi + (|-M)CS, 
,

ro4

(1)

(8)
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The observed cost share for each input is thus a function of the opti-
mal long run cost shares, CSl, as defined by equation (4) and the previ-
ous period's cost shares, C.l,_,. Different factors have different costs of
adjustment and adlust at different rares which are reflected in the

adjustment coefficients, m,,of M.If adjustment to equilibrium for input
I was instantaneous and there were no costs associated with its own
adjustment and the m,, would equal one

and m,, would e model'it is assumed that
all influts adfus oefficients are restricted
accordingly. In t e vector of fully adjusted
levels of cost shares, CS*, is equal to the observed vector of cost shares,

CS, for each period. Thus, the static model is a restricted version of the
disequilibrium system with M equal to an idenriry matrix.

In both the equilibrium and disequilibrium systems the cost shares
must sum to one. In a partial adjustment model, this will occur if rhe
sum ofchanges in cost shares across all inputs equals zero:

i(cst - cst ) - im(cs*t- c.t/_r) = o

where I is a unit vector of dimension I x n and M is the full z x n matrix.
The above equation rs sarisfied for auroregressive models tf
iM = zi, where z is an unknown consranr (Berndr and Savin, l9l5).

Since only n-l of the cost share equations are linearly independent,
one of the cost share equations musr not be included in esrimation to
avoid singularity problems. The equation for rhe "other" inputs rs

dropped from the estimation and irs price index used to normalize rhe
remaining eighr inpur prices. The effect on the adjustment matrix 14 is
to change it to Mr where

nIt - rug H1| - ilty| ... ntlg- ntyl

m)] - nt)g rt22- ru2g ... nt28- m2g

x4t - (10)

ntSI - ït8g tn82 - m8g ... ntrg - t\tgtl

Since rhe change in all cost shares musr sum ro zero, rhe cost share
equation for the "other" input, CSq, can be retrieved as:

(9)

CSr,, - CSr,,-,= - i (nsc- m,,,) (CS*1, - CSj,, t)
1=l
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where the difference in adiustment coefficients are determined by:

8

(mr,-mee) =-l -@0,-mpe) i=r...8 (r2)

for j = 1,2 ..8 (Norsworthy and Harper, l98l).

The element of the original adjustment matrix M cannot be uniquely
determined unless additional restrictions are imposed (Berndt and Savrn,

1975). In this study, the first four inputs (feed, short term credit, labor

and crop expenses) along with "other" inputs were assumed ro be vari-
able. lf j is a variable input, then m;; = I and m,, = 0 (i +7). The other

four inputs (livestock, long-term "credit, lanâ and machinery) are

assumed to be quasi-fixed factors which do not adiust instantaneously to

their optimum levels. Imposing these restrictions, the estimated adiust-

ment matrix Mt will be of the form:

Mt=

100
0r0
001

:00

0 rur, ... mt8

0 *r> .., mz6

o *at
I mr. ( 1t)

0 0 nt85 ms8

The individual adiustment coefficients for rhe first eight inputs can

then be uniquely determined from zllt. These can then be used along

with equation (12) to calculate me\, me6, nr-,, andno, which indicate

the effeit of disequilibrium in the quasifixeâ inputs on the demand for
"other" inputs.

Plugging in rhe adlustment matrix given by (12) into equation (8),

the sysiém of disequilibrium cost-share equations to be estimated is of
the form:

I

cs,,, = cs,], + Lrm;, GS), - cs1.r) + ltt; i = l'2')'4 (14)

for the variable inputs and:

cs,., = i,. n,, tcs|, - cslur) + ltti i = 1,6,J ,8
t=\

106
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for the fixed inputs, where CS) is the long run equilibrium cost share for
inpuc I given by equation (4)' and 7, is a random errot term. The inter-
relatedness of disequilibrium in input markets is explicitly recogntzed

with this approach. For example, even though a variable input may be

able to adjust instantaneously it may not be at its long run equilibnum
value because other related inputs may not be able to adjust as quickly.

The long-run elasticities are the same as calculated for the static
equilibrium model (6) but short-run price elasticities are calculated as:

m4 \t + CS,CS,

Ê=tl iJ = 1,...,n buti+j
CS,

!-L nir y,r + CSI - CS,

ij = 1,...,n

t2

E;; =

CS,

and are interpreted as the first period response of factor demands to
changes in factor prices.

DATA

Empirical estimates have often utilized aggrcgarc US data, which
implies that the production technology employed in agriculrure is rhe
same throughout the United States. Lass and \Weaver (1988) state rhat
production should be analyzed for homogeneous regions of the United
States to account for environmental and physical differences. The corn-
belt states arc a fairly homogeneous group of srares both environmen-
tally and physically as well as in cropping parrerns and general agricul-
tural practices. Therefore, data collected at this level avoids rhe concerns
of Lass and \Weaver (1988) and does not suffer rhe same level of 

^ggre-garion problems as national dara.

Panel datarl/. for farm income and expenditures was collecred from
1949 to 1989 for each of the five cornbelt srates: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Missouri, and Ohio. The 1949-15 expense dara and the 1949-81 income
dara was obtained from Lucier, Chesley, and Ahearn (1985). The more
recent data was obtained from Economic Indicators of tbe Farm Secror: State

rl) The panel dara in this study rhus consists of five cross-sectional units (srates
rather than individual farms in each state) over 4l years. Panel dara nor onry
contain a larger number of observations, but also suffer less from simulcaneity and
multicollinearity than do aggregare time-series data. This reduces bias and
increases efficiency (Tsigas and Hertel, 1989).
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Financial Samnary published by the USDA. Income was broken down
into total crop receipts, total livestock receipts, and government pay-
ments. Government payments were included in total crop receipts as the

vast majority of government support has been for crops.

Annual expenditure data was collected from the following categories:

total production expenses; feed purchased; non-real esrate interest

expenses; contract and hired labor expenses; crop exPenses defined as

seed, fertilizer and Iime, plus pesticide purchased;land expenses defined

as net rent to nonoperator landlords plus property taxes; real estate

interest expenses; livestock and poultry purchased; machinery expenses

defined as depreciation, repairs, plus fuel purchased; and other expenses

which include electricity, insurance, and other miscellaneous costs.

Output, like receipts, was divided into crops a

measured from 1949-89 by quantity indices for the

state level indices were not available (USDA, 1989)

the quasi-fixed inputs were derived from the expenditure data.

Land values were measured by state as index numbers of average

or srare level data (if available) should not differ significantly. Interest

rate data was only available ro 1988, which resulted in an estimation

period ending in 1988.

Crop:. All indices were convetted to 1977 as the base year (1977 =100)'
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RISUTTS

The disequilibrium model consisting of the eight cosr share equa-
tions (equarions 14 and l1) was estimated simultaneously with a maxi-
mum likelihood procedure in SHAZAM which utilizes a Quasi-Newton
algorithm (\X/hite et a|,,1990). Over 91% of the 101 parameters esri-
mated had an associared t-ratio greater than2. Conventional R2's ranged
from 0.82 for land to 0.98 for long term credit. The Durbin-Watson sta-
tistics (rho values) ranged from 1.55 (.22) for labour ro 2.44 (-.23) for
long term credit.

The parameter estimaces for the adjustment coefficients are presented
in Table 1. The m,,'s indicate the effect of disequilibrium in inpur 7 on
the demand for input l. In terms of the five variable inputs, disequiiib-
rium in long term credit has a much larger effect on rhe demand for the
variable inputs than the ocher rhree quasi-fixed inpurs of livestock, Iand
and machinery. For example, if there is a positive gap between the opti-
mal level of long rerm credir and the actual level, there is a negarive
effecr on the demand for feed of 0.628. In conrrasr, excess demand for
the other three quasi-fixed inputs has a much smaller effect on the
demand for feed. Increasing ro rhe oprrmal level for all quasi-fixed
inputs decreases the demand for the variable inputs wirh rhe exceptron
of "other" inputs.

Quasi-Fixed Input 7
Input i Livestock Long Tbrm Credit Land Machinery

Table l.
Adjustment Matrix

Coefficients, Effect of
Disequilibrium in

InputT on Demand for
Input /

Feed

Shorr Term Credic

Labour

Crop

Livestock

Long Term Credit

Land

Machinery

Other

- 0.071
(0.026)

- 0.2i8
(0.011)

- 0.2)6
(o.or4)

- 0.287
(0.029)

0.496
(0.037)

- 0.043
(0.008)

0.0i4
(0.046)

- 0.tr4
(0.017)

0.141

-0.628
(0.009)

- 0.i06
(0.004)

- 0.61l
(0.007)

- 0.48r
(0.012)

- 0.012
(o.ol4)

0.029
(0.001)

- 0.i61
(0.020)

0.289
(0.012)

- 1 i6l

- 0.00(r - 0.216
(0.01t) (0.016)

- 0.014 - 0.20i
(0.006) (0.007)

- 0.048 - 0.141
(0.01 1) (0.009)

-0.lll -0.216(0.020) (0.018)

- 0.040 -0.291
(0.02 1 ) (0.021)

- 0.02i 0.01i
(0.00t) (0.006)

0.623 - 0.094
(0.029) (0.026)

- 0.204 0.114
(0.017) (0.019)

1.152 0. 1 ig

Standard errors are in parenrheses
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The own adjustment rate is significantly smaller for long term credit
than the other quasi-fixed inputs. The value of 0.029 suggests that it
takes approximately 30 years for long term credit to adiust to its opti-
mal level. The adjustment period is approximately the period between

the time a farmer takes over an enterprise and succeeds it to the next

generation. A large debt level is generally assumed during the initial
takeover. Thus, the adiustment in long term credit may be related to the

family life cycle hypothesis. Further support is provided by Collins and

Karp (199ï who show that the optimal farm financial leverage

decreases with age.

influence on the demand for land and a positive influence on machinery

demand. of rhe four quasi-fixed inputs, machinery is most affected by

disequilibrium in the other markets.

elastic (-0.69). Land is the only input with an elastic short run response

rate (-1.14). since land expense is measured largely in terms of rental

expenses, the result implies leased farm land is sensitive to changes in

thà rental rates. Althougb the demand for long term credit is inelastic

(-0.84), farmers in the tS cornbelt do show a marked response in debt

levels to long term interest rates.

Table 2 Short Run Price Elasticicies

\Wirh Respect ro Price o[

Feed

Short
Term
Credir Labor

Long
Live- Term
stock Credit

Machi-
Land neryCrops Ocher

Quanciry
Feed

Shom Term Credit

Labour

Crop

Livestock

Long Term Credit

Land

Machinery

Other

0.04 0.01

-0.69 - 0.17

- 0.21 - 0.69

- 0.01 0.08

0.22 0.21

0.02 0.07

0.ri - 0.04

- 0.02 0.0.1

- 0.16 - 0.0i

- 0.24

041
0.06

0.13

0.i6
0.1 I

0.06

0.07

0. It

0.38

0.18

0.22

- 0.0i
0.52

0.06

0.21

0.01

1.28

0.09

- 0.31

-0.44
-021
- 0.0i

- 0.10

0.40

- 0.22

0.03

0.12

0.0t
0. 17

0.1i

- 0.06

- 0.84

0.39

0. r4
_081

- 0.04

0.40

- 0.04

0. 11

- 0.22

0. l0
- f.i1

0.21

0.41

- 0.11

- 0.11

- 0.88
_ 0.Tg

0.00

025
0.12

- o.1t
_0.73

0.14

0.61

187

0.2u

- 1.1u

0. l4
,0.11

0.4i1

- 0.76

Elasticities calculated for the mean share o[ each input
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Short term credit is a complementary input in the short run for
the variable inputs with the exception of feed expenses. Feed use
increases with an increase in interest rates due to irs close linkage with
livescock which also increases. The largest effect from a change in the
interest rate on operaring loans is rn rhe amounr of labour hired by
farmers. However, the effecr is small for a I7o increase in the interesr
rate causes a 0.27 7o decrease in rhe demand for hired labour. The
effect of changes in the cost of operaring credit on the short run
demand for the four quasi-fixed inputs is also small but, in contrasr
to the variable inpurs, is generally positive with the exceprion of
machinery (- 0.02).

rm credit als small
effe all inputs. H s pos-
itiv nputs and ne cs) for
the exception of larter
resul eme largely those
assoc the d as reflected
in lo up, enring rather
than shes nred land.

The long run elasticity estimares for the dynamic parrial adjustment
model are given in Table 3. All own-price elasticities ior rhe conditional
lnputs are negative as suggested by theory. In addirion, since the long
run values are more responsive than the short run elasticity estimate pre-
sented in Tâble 2, rhè results are consistenr with the ie Chatelier -
Samuelson principle. Most inputs now have an elastic own demand in
contrast to the shoft run scenario where only land exhibited an elastrc
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response. Though the own price elasticity estimates are significantly

larger in terms of absolute value, feed, crops and livestock still have an

inelastic demand.

Table l. Long Run Price Elasticities for Dynamic Model

\With Respect to Price of

Quantity Feed

Short
Term
Credit Labor

Long
Live- Term
stock Credir

Machi-
Land nery OtherCrops

Feed

Short Term Credir

Labour

Crop

Livestock

Long Term Credit

Land

Machinery

Other

0.62

2.61

2.r)
0.89

0.88

3.02

0.87

0.19

- 1.40

0.64

- 2.46

- 2.06

- 0.84

0.86

- 2.88

0.88

- 0.2r

- l.o--)

0.71

2.80

2.21

0.94

0.91

).24
0.91

0.23

- 4.18

0.12
) 1l

2.21

- 0.91

0.93

).11
0.96

0.20

0.44

- 1.11
_ r.43

- 0.t8

- 0.61

- 1.98

-0.11
- 0.40

1.26

0.82

- 3.28
2.66

1.08

- 1.07

1.03

- 0.28
r l)

- 016
3.08

- 2.44

t.02

- r.04

-)l+
_) \)

0.ll
1.28

,0 39

- 1.68

- r.38

- 0.91

1.ll
- 2.10

r.t6
- r.69

8.89

- I.)()
).16
2.10

,0.69

- r.91

4.3i
_ 1R)

r.61
_7tR

Elasticities calculated for che mean share of each input

In the long run, an increase of | 7o in the cost

decreases the use of that credit by 2.46%o which is

times the effect that such a rate increase would have

t was found to h le-

r variable inPuts on

of changes in th on

ther" inPuts' As for

quasi-fixed inpurs in the long run ir was found thar an increase in the

,hort,.rrn inferest rate increàses the demand for livestock and Iand but

decreases the demand for machinery and long term credit. The latter

result may indicate the presence of internal and/or external credit ration-

rng.

credir.

changes in the interest rate for long term credit generally has a

Iarger efFect on rhe long run demand for inputs than do changes in the

sho"rt ter. rate. An increase in mortgage rates serve to increase rhe
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demand for feed, labor and crop inputs while decreasing the demand for
"other" inputs and operating credit. The latter input is particularly
responsive to changes rn the long term interest rate as indicated by the
elasticity estimate of -3.28. The elasticity estimates with respect to the
long term interest rate are also negative for the quasi-ûxed inputs. The
exception is land which suggests rhat as morrgage rares rise, rhe demand
for rental land increases as the value of land is decapitalized. The own
price elasticity estimate for long term credit is -3.57 which is compar-
able to the value of -2.89 obtained by Boyette and White in a study
which used a system of demand and supply equarions rc analyze the US
agricultural credit market.

As with the demand for operating credit, the demand for long term
credit is elastic with respect to changes in the prices of rhe other inpurs.
Increases in the price of rhe other quasi-fixed inputs decrease the
demand for long term credit wirh the elasticicy esrimares ranging from

-1.98 for livestock rc -3.24 for land. In conrrasr, increases in rhe pnces
of the variable inputs acr ro increase the demand for long rerm credit.
The exception is the negative effect noted for short rerm interesr rares.
This relationship would be expecced ro hold in the long run since shorr
term and long term interest rates tend to move together.

Table 4. Long Run Price Elasticities for Scatic Model

Virh Respect to Price o[

Quantiry Feed Crops

Short
Term
Credit Labor

Long
Live- Term
stock Credir

Machi-
Land nery Orher

Feed

Short Term Credit
Labour

Crop

Livestock

Long Term Credit
Land

Machinery

Other

- 0.10 - 0.11 0.23

- 0.44 - 0.11 - 0.It
0.61 -0.21 - 1.17

0.41 0.I1 0.01
0.31 0.04 0.48
0.10 -0.3J 0.28
0.)2 0.2r 0.08

- 0.26 - 0.01 0.0i
- 0.3 r 0.36 - O.it

0.)1 0. 1g

0.)1 0.08

0.t2 0.12

- 0.28 0.09

0.14 - 0.i0

- 0.10 0.11

0.r4 - 0.1 I

- 0.04 - 0.t0

- 0.1) - 0.02

0.03 0.21

- 0.)1 0.74

0.22 0.20

- 0.04 0.1i
0.06 - 0.tE

- r.09 0.39

0.r2 - l.6l
0.09 0.39

- 0.03 - 0.08

_ 0.tl
- 0.04

0.12
_ 0.09
_ 0.19

0.70

0.91

- 0.62

1.88

-0.r6
0.7f1

- 0.84

- 0.41

-002
- 0.0i

- 0.01

0.1+8

- 0.t2

Elasticiries calculated for rhe mean share o[ each inour

The long run elasricity estimares obtained from the sysrem of dis-
equilibrium equarions (Table 3) can be compared ro rhose esrimared
from the long run static model which assumes rhar CS, = CSi for alI i
and thar rhe adjusrmenr marrix, M, is an idenriry marrix. The'elasriciry
estimates for the static model given in TabIe 4 generally have the same
signs as the long run elasticity estimares for the dynamrc model. How-
ever, the absolute values are much smaller for the sraric elasricitv esrr-
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mates. For example, own price elasticity estimates for short term credit
are -0J7 in the sratic model versus _1.46 in the dynamic model and

-1.09 in the static model versus -3.17 in the dynamic model for long
term credit.

CONCLUS/ONS

As farm debt levels rose significantly throughout the 1970's and

interest rates in the early 1980's, interest Payments became one of the

more dominant input costs for farmers and interest rates became some of
the most important prices of concern ro farmers. Consequently, interest

rates and debt levels have become popular research topics. The vast

majority of this researc macroeco-

nomic policy (i.e. inter neral agn-

culturai sector and the Prices and

land values. The effect of interest rates, however, has been ignored in

operating and

lon ed for the US

cor Partial adiust-

me e level of long

ing it on to the next.

Increases in the cosr of operating credit were found to decrease the

demand for variable inputs while generally increasing the demand for

quasi-fixed inputs. The opposite effects were generally found for changes

in the cost of Iong term credit. The complementary relationship found

between long term interest rates and the demand s

Iends support to the hypothesis suggesting subsidi

italized into asset price. Given the potential for s

influence on invesrment decisions, furure research should consider the

effects of risk and taxation on the demand for credit.
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